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Comparison of the structural system between the Japanese and the Italian final disposal site 
for solid waste 
Tokio HlRATA， Yuji'MAENO， Masahito YAMAUCHI， Megumi MIHARA， 
Rikio HIKIJI， Raffaello Cossu 組 d Aldo Muntoni 
The di百'erenceof the structural system of白naldisposal site for solid waste between the Japanese type and 
the Italian one is studied. After that， a new system will be proposed which involves the merits of both systems 
as much as possible. In order to complete its aim， the final disposal site in Carbonia of Sardginia and the 
another one in Imola， situated the northern part of Italy， are chosen as the investigation area. Furthermore 
many papers written about the Japanese and the Italian final disposal site for so1id waste are selected. They 
are used for studying the di百'erenceof structural system of the final disposal site. Currently the data is 
being analyzed and not yet completed. Then， this paper shows some uncertain conclusions for further study. 
The results obtained will be very useful for many countries in the world. 
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